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 Mobilité artistique en Méditerranée
Fonds Roberto Cimetta
Institut Français, Fès, Maroc, 12 au 14 mai 2006

Atelier 2 10h00- 12h00 : 
La mobilité des acteurs culturels : formations et réseaux

Intervenant : Ferdinand Richard, directeur de l’AMI à Marseille Aide aux Musiques Innovatrices
Modérateur : Zeina Arida, Directrice de la Fondation Arabe pour l’Image.

Il s'agit dans cet atelier d'envisager la mobilité individuelle des acteurs de la culture : dans quel cadre s'inscrit-elle ? Quels sont les enjeux de développement ? Nous approfondirons la notion "d'échange interculturel" et questionnerons la nécessité des collaborations entre professionnels de la région : en terme d'échange d'expérience, de formation, de travail en réseau. Nous mettrons en perspective les différentes circularités des échanges :Nord-Sud et Sud-Sud, Est-Sud, afin de repositionner cette question de mobilité des professionnels de la culture dans des perspectives globales et structurantes.

Considering the title of our workshop, I believe that I do not have to stick to the core definition of the artistic mobility, further more to develop a long list of good practices, which would have the major inconvenient to become obsolete as soon as edicted. It ssems to me better productive to focus on some contextual elements, historical or immediate, to purchase a few ambiguities roaming around the term "mobility", and therefore to try to mesure how well our desire of mobility will resist to any form of dereliction.
But first of all, I want to remind strongly my main precaution: to treat this global frame on mobility without insisting on the nature of its benefitors, or on its finalities, can be nothing else but uncoherent. My intervention on mobility will be constantly understressed by these two questions:
who is allowed ? 
what are the goals?

Talking about mobility, I cannot avoid a basic attempt to classification, since the word covers three activities of different nature.
Nothing really new here, but prudence is the mother of all virtues...

Information mobility:	
We all know that it is coming to its limits.
More and more informations circulate. Less and less are seriously red... 
Circulation of the information becomes in itself some kind of "meta-infromation", and it is nowadays wrongly considered as the main element for mesuring the level of democraty.
Wrongly, indeed, since one could think that, becoming more and more a substitution to the mobility of the human beings, it finally reinforces their isolation, it takes them off the public spaces, off the global forum.

Goods mobility:
Being more and more a global mecanism, it became an industrial affair, and its strategic impact is exclusively a question of supply and demand. 
It is a mobility of use, and therefore does not necessarily generates innovations.
It is the expression of on-line fluxes, and therefore contributes to the drying of the "local production/local consummation", highly needed when talking about local artistic flourishings.
One of the most perverse exemples of this goods mobility is certainly the ultra-mobile movement of the shrimps which are fished in Norway, peeled in Morrocco, and sent back in Norway for packaging. 
Pardon me, but I cannot resist to express my first provocation: to insure their mobility, how can we transform pieces of art in Norvegian shrimps?

Individuals mobility: 
At the contrary of the two first ones, it is the mobility of the "feel", of the "touch", of the "I'll believe it when I'll see it". 
Therefore, direct scientifical evaluation is impossible...
Therefore, you cannot evaluate it on a management-relevant time..; Eventually, you will see the benefits on long term.
Therefore, be aware that financing the physical travel of an artist or a manager is a risky long-term investment...
To add on this, I shall say that some artists are resistant to any attempt at transforming, ameliorating, cross-fertilising, eventhow you would have transported them at the other side of the world. 
Second provocation, we would therefore considered the travel of an artist a success only in the case when, after having reached the spot, the artist would start to levitate, which is in itself a form of mobility !!!

						///////////////////////

These precautions being said, let's go back to our shrimps and try to examine the actual context of mobility.
In order to launch the debate, I shall try to classify  a few elements of personnal reflexion in two categories, on one side what truely seems to create contextual ambiguity, and on the other side what seems to have changed for artists and managers on the structural level.

Let's have a look on five contextual ambiguity factors, following a chronology which is not innocent, in itself:

1) The core nature of cultural cooperation when it is engaged:
Talking in this specific building, the French Cultural Institute in Fès/Morocco, I want to make clear that my intentions today are not to minimise neither the extraordinary human adventure which was the creation of the Ministery of Culture in France by André Malraux at the turning fifties, nor the often efficiant dynamic of the official french cultural services abroad. 
Indeed, I am one the thousands of young persons whom life was radically transformed by incredible performances seen at the Maison de la Culture in Grenoble in the early seventies, and in another life, I had the immense privilege, as an artist, to play in each corner of the World, thanks to the help of the french state.
Having said that, I shall insult nobody by stressing two facts:
- firstly, one could think that, if General De Gaulle gave the authorisation to André Malraux to create this Ministery of Culture, it was probably not due to his immoderate love for the artists. I prefer to think that his military and strategic education, combined to his personnal sense of political anticipation gave him the understanding of how a powerfull tool could be Culture when confronted to the Concert of the Nations. 
A certain level of instrumentalisation is inherent (and by the way not always negative) to all public attempt to cultural policies.
- secondly I do not see myself as a treator to my country if I remind that more than 75% of the budget of the very efficient AFAA is provided by the Ministery of Foreign Affairs.
The commission is diplomatic, before being cultural...
Beyond any polemics, we are forced to notice that the french cultural policy, internal and overseas, was above all a policy aiming at prestige.
No one will be surprised, then, when reading in full letters in the freshly published electoral programs of both the biggest political parties in France, right and left, the come-back of the "shining of France in the world", "the defense of francophonia", the "protection of the french exception culturelle"...
Not only one has mixed there cabbages and carots (these three notions are not exactly belonging to the same chapter), but one could be surprised by the rising of such flags  at the true moment when all european member-states just announced with solemnity their intention to ratify the Unesco Convention on Cultural Diversity. It would be then uncoherent to pretend to organise artists mobility without beginning by framing it in the respect of their diversity.

2) So far, we would make a mistake by reducing the handicap of bi-lateral tradition to the sole neo-colonial heritage:
Some countries which do not have a colonial responsability are now working to a certain type of artists mobility, considered as a communciation tool, itself introducing further commercial deals. By the way, one could say that such a position will develop the private sponsorship, although it will not be a guarantee for the quality of the artistic proposition, for the quality of concerned sustainable development, for the consolidation of these artists autonomy.
I work in Democratic Republic of Congo since a few years, where I can see the clever tactical manoeuvres of South-Africa, multiplicating invitations to continental artists to be hosted in residencies in South-Africa, organising clever packages for the well-off congolese citizens in order that they could attend festivals in SA, signing congolese musicians or visual artists on South-African companies. This is going together with the formidable effort of commercial expension that South-Africa is developping throughout the continent. South-Africa is not having the past of a colonial country, since it was itself a former colony, but it tends to create, through artists mobility, the conditions of a suprematy.

3) In the Mediterranean area, the rising of the 5 + 5 doctrine:
Due to what is considered by many (sometimes in an exagerated manner) as the failure of the Barcelona Agreements, a small number of states which have signed the agreements seems to take a unilateral strategic initiative, motivated by pragmatism, security demands, and economic development. 
To a certain extend, this initiative echoes a recurrent attempt inside the Union, fostering an option that would reunite the "large pro-european countries" (today, one would be entitled to ask the question: which are they?) in a smaller harder concentration, which would become the hardcore engine of a two-speeds Europe, the ones which move forward, the ones which will follow...
If we consider recent informations delivered by the french newspaper Le Monde, the 5 + 5 doctrine would gather in a pragmatic, operational, tactical group five countries of the south of Europe (Portugal, Spain, France, Italy, Malta) and five countries of North-Africa (Mauritania, Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia, Lybia) in order to priorise urgent matters, such as security, borders, counter-terrorism organisation. 
Not only the fact that it does not seem compatible with the Barcelona Agreements, this concern about efficiancy will soon open the door to all kinds of arrangements, including on the cultural and commercial fronts (which interact very often throughout History).
On another hand, it could open the door to the coming back of an old habit about sharing the World, since it could leave the western-Mediterranean to some "latin obedience", and open larger space to the very "bushian" dreams of a Great Middle-east controlled by the USA and its military allies, for the benefit of their energy industries.
It is not difficult to imagine how it will become even harder for our young Roberto Cimetta Fund beneficials to travel multi-lateraly, east and west, in such a divided planisphere...

4) Harmonisation in Europe, particularly in the Schengen Space, of a large arsenal of intimidating mesures towards non-EU artists or cultural managers is in true contradiction with the work of "particles accelerator" that is mobility for artists. 
Even if we do not consider here the moral questions that such a situation creates, it must be stressed that it goes today towards more and more counter-productivity. Through such behaviours, some states self-punish their own initiatives, by cancelling subventions which have been allocated by their own departments, or by other public bodies.
For exemple, the obstacles encountered more and more often by local authorities when they try to develop their own policies in the field of international cooperation, or cultural activities, or when they try to fulfill a program of inviations for foreign artists (or academics) will certainly re-inforce the devastating double concurrence which affects today our continent, the one that opposes member-states to what they consider an overspeeded development of the Union, and on the other side, the one that opposes the same member-states to the fast autonomisation of their regions.
These two resistances have the same causes.
But if we wish the growing integration of Europe, we implicitely call for the reform of the State administration in most of the EU member-states, and eventually in neighbouring countries. Coming back to our topic of the day, it is inconceivable that consultations are still expected about common positions as far as freedom of circulation for the artists and the managers through our borders is concerned.     
     
5) following the same thread of thinking, and far beyond the sole artistic sphere, we can se the rising of a new immigration concept which would be selective, which, as a first and quasi-immediate consequence, will amplify the leaking of intellectual and creative ressources to the detriment of poor countries, some kind of "one-way trip" effect, which will arrive at the worst moment. Here again, beyond the intolerable moral wound, it would be relevant to mesure carefully the side effects, for the rich countries, of the disparition in the poor countries of intellectual platforms, of new esthetic and creativity cradlles. An long-term ecologic, systemic vision forces us to consider that poverty is embarassing not only for poor countries, but for rich ones as well, since the terms of this richness derive from a globalise economy, emerging markets, interactive energetic policies, etc...
On long term, we shall have nothing to gain from the desertification of the South, as far as creativity forces are concerned.
You touch here, and it reacts there....

					////////////////////////////

Let's have a look now to the recent structural changes in the life of artists and managers. I could stress four of them:

1) concerning artists themselves:
Academic teaching (and I would like to precise here that my proposition is not about suppressing them, but better to complete it by a contemporary attitude) is targeting specialists ine "arts-disciplines niches", exactly as for the researchers. As usual, it will need a constant flow of long range study grants, organised by high level schools. This is a well-known and well-oiled mechanism, which we shall leave aside right now.
Nowadays, knowledge transmission is more and more resulting from some "compagnonnage", and through experimentation. It is indeed a consequence of global metissage, and no one will dare to complain about it, since it is  (and it was in the pas century) the royal path for the new esthetics. This compagnonnage and these experimentations are fed by non-tangible elements, from human frictions that are impossible to describe, from physical presence. 
Although I shall not neglect their outstanding progress factor, I want to stress here the major trap represented by new technologies, encouraging everybody to believe that any human exchange can be done through dematerialised transmission, which would lead to deny what sociologists have demonstrated a long time ago, the fact that communication between two human beings is 30% formal, and 70% non-formal...
No real knowledge transmission could be reduced to a files exchange on internet. 
Of course, this being said, we can hail the fantastic gain of political autonomy that e-business generalisation could provide, but this is an argument of another nature. Through the numerous cultural cooperations initiated by my organisation, I can confirm that artists, specially young ones, need physical meetings, collective experimentations, shoulder-to-shoulder working sessions, and this does not go through internet.

2) concerning arts management:
For the good sake of artists, we must stress here the urgent necessity to re-inforce arts managers and their networks. 
It is indeed totally incoherent to target mobility, multi-laterality, autonomy of the artists if they depend for their activities and their surviving upon managements which would be concentrated in a few monopoles, and a few "arts-prescribing" countries. 
We need companies, agents, publishers, tour-managers, communication agents, in all concerned countries, not only in Europe.
Sensibly more than in the case of the artists (who gain more and more autonomy as individuals, if not recognition, particularly for the ones in their fourties), this means the rising of a full size generation of arts managers, which today is cruelly missing. One just need to have a look at the ethnological composition of the managers who attended the last world-music fair Bab-El-Med in Marseille. A vast majority of european managers, a few ones from the mediterranean area, almost none from sub-saharian Africa. The fact that managers from the south do not have the financial means to attend this type of fair does explain the whole picture. A certain type of hegemony from the "buyers from the North" exists since decades, and this does not fit with theimage I have about  south artists and managers autonomy , which pushes me to fight against this hegemony, to contribute to the re-distribution of the cards, and this will certainly lead to adress firmly the professionnal networks of the north, not only the institutions and the politicians.
Cultural diversity is not only a question of products, of colours. It is also about  defending the diversity of "corporate cultures". It is a mirage to pretend at the understanding of the futures actions of these managers from the south without having integrated the comprehension and the respect of their management differences. Indeed, a previsionnal budget is a previsionnal budget, and accountancy rules are the same for everybody. On the other hand, supporting an artist, organising her/his communication, finalising her/his production, etc... all of this is cultural as such, and it could be us, people from the North, who would benefit from "stages" organised for us at our collegues from the south, in order to integrate the full range of the parameters, in order to get inspired by their incredible ability to produce even in the middle of major crisis situation.
This is the way if we pretend to be good professionnals.
Furthermore, it is an evidence that these future arts-managers will not be satisfied by a professionnal training in their own country, if the training centers keep being so rare, and if cultural management training international cooperations are even more rare.  Those future or next entrepreneurs (who of course are never subsided and therefore need an immediate cashflow) have the most urgent need to travel, in a self-training perspective, and, as for artists, this is depending on a physical mobility, far beyond the consultation of western manuals about management training,  since they are most of the time out of focus.

3) concerning diffusion networks:
Today, in economical-raising non-EU countries, artists and arts-managers take more and more distances with what I would call "state-commissioning". For understandable reasons, this way of public ordering prevailed at the time of the independances.
Nowadays, to ensure their survival, artists and arts-managers must seek commissions and commands outside their own countries, must contribute to the creation of their own diffusion networks, beyond the usual channels of the international cooperation, beyond the monopolised european markets.
As I said in earlier circumstances, about 435 millions of persons live around the Mediterranean Sea, of whom 118 millions are under their 15, and these colossal numbers give an idea of this extraordinary potential. Unfortunately today, the diffusion networks in this area are almost unexisting, and it seems urgent that the directly concerned individuals would start (it is already quite late) to organise themselves on this matter, if they want to have a full autonomy as far as arts management is concerned.

4) concerning european partners:
Weither they are on the institutions side or belonging to civil society, european interlocutors live since a long time (and unconsciously in most cases) with the idea that our poor collegues from the South or elsewhere had no other choice to adress the only "cultural-platform" really entitled to carry this holly name, the only one well-equiped, well-financed, more accessible than North-America, namely Europe, as if it was unconceivable than any other alternative would be available.... here I warn my collegues: I have the feeling that options will multiplicate soon, that other zones will rapidly transform, that intervention means as well as strategies are in full reconstruction, and that in a decade (almost today, compared to the time scale of cooperation) it will not be impossible to feel strong attractions from Asia, America, south-America, from some Arab countries.
Weither we like it or not, we have to understand that artistic production system, including its international logistic support, becomes itself some kind of an open market, upon which the countries which claim to be the undisputed in terms of attractivity, of knowledge industries, will have to fight hard to keep a position which will no more be guaranteed.

				//////////////////////////////////////////

I come therefore to a non-exhaustive list of three propositions:

1) To link as much as possible every single individual mobility in a larger collective mobility planning, by refusing to fund, one shot after another, the travel of an artist as a financial complement to an already funded artistic production. The collective counterpart (the "pay-back") could take all kinds of forms: cross-trainings, staff exchanges (a staff is sent in a European structure, the same structure sends one of its staff back in the partner's team, etc... three, four poles operations could be planned, with multi-lateral turn-over, which might be much cheaper, and much more productive).

2) To englobe the artists or arts-managers mobility support in a larger scheme, better oriented towards citizenship, weither economic (it is of utmost importance to link the mobility fund to  a micro-banking system, to an organised support to micro-businesses... to this regard, economic ear-marked fundings are far more available than in the cultural funding field as such), humanitary, in the field of conflicts prevention, etc... in other terms far beyond the cultural field.
Therefore to implicate other circles than the cultural sphere in this mobility policy (educationnal, economical circles, but also dedicated institutions, Human Rights laboratories, etc...), and stress firmly the numerous added-values they could benefit by collaboration with artists.
... taking in account that, first of all, artists themselves would be persuaded by this added-value...

3) To engage a complete revision of the visas attribution rules, and particularly to liberate them from the often arbitrary pressure of the ministeries in charge of Police, Security, Internal Affairs,  since today most of the consulates are, in fine, controlled by police authorities.
On the other hand, I would be more hesitant concerning the creation of a visa specifically dedicated to artist activities, since it introduces de facto an exception to the Citizen Rights, which one should consider with a deep precaution. This question sends back to the excellent works of Patrice Meyer-Bisch, from IIEDH/Fribourg in Switzerland, Unesco chair on the larger question of the Cultural Rights. We are precisely investigating the area of cultural diversity.

					/////////////////////////////////

As a conclusion, I would stress that the question of mobility must remain open, in any case must remain a struggle, a constant transformation, a sensible matter.
Mobility is to be gained at every single moment.
Immobilism is a torpor which hides in each of us.
Indeed, we need negocited and accepted rules, but the travel is the first cultural shock, is often the first apprehension of diversity.
For an artist, the first professionnal travel is very often the time for the first constructive self-criticism, and is in most cases the time for inspiration.
Travel is always initiatic. It is not exactly the real life, it transcends it, and therefore cannot be mesured...
We are the beings who walk upstraight, therefore when we walk, our eyes are looking in the far... we are proud...
At the true moment when our body walks, our spirit has already reached out there.
Mobility is anticipation, and as such, it incarnates the first Right, Choice.
I thank you for your attention,
Ferdinand Richard         

   
     

